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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the World's Fair in New York 1964 American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T)

presented a product that would change the world and the way we communicate - The Pic-

turephone.1 It was a major technological change within telecommunications that combined the

television and the telephone into a new converged way of communicating.

However, the sales never became signi�cant and the expensive phone peaked with 453 sets

installed in Chicago by 1974. By 1978 the last few Picturephones at the Bell Laboratory were

soon removed as well.2

This remarkable commercial failure of a product from one of the largest corporation in

the world was noticed and criticized by many. AT&T had not taken into consideration a

number of things before launching the service - most of all what the market wanted and at

what price. Some also believed that they could make a better video telephone system for one

reason or another. One of them was Telefonaktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson (Ericsson), the Swedish

manufacturer of telecommunication equipment.

This thesis examines the reasons for Ericsson's investments in video telephone technology

in the 1970's. Why did they develop a technology that obviously had such big problems to

become economically sustainable? What did they think that AT&T had missed?

1.1 Aim

The primary aim of this thesis is to describe the rise and fall of a new technological system,

video telephony, from the perspective of one actor: Ericsson. What were the reasons for

their commitment? Ericsson were fully aware of the problems AT&T experienced with the

Picturephone but despite this fact they put in great e�ort as we will see later.

The secondary aim is to put Ericsson's development of a video telephone system into a

longer economic perspective and larger technological context than previously has been made.

1Lipartito, Kenneth (2003), �Picturephone and the Information Age - The Social Meaning of Failure�, Tech-
nology and Culture, Vol. 44, No. 1, p. 50

2Lipartito (2003), p. 52
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

This �forgotten� innovation process deserves to get a place in history despite its commercial

failure.

These two aspects are in many ways connected and together they provide the author with a

rather large task. For that reason, a number of limitations have to be put in place which may

have implications for the results of the thesis. I will use a few lines below to describe the major

limitations and their possible e�ect.

The choice of Ericsson as the main actor is one limitation that partly has to do with the

availability of sources (see section 1.3). That does not imply that Ericsson would not have been

an interesting choice if there was one. Much information provided here has not been presented in

other research publications but the general importance of Ericsson within telecommunications,

standardization and the general Swedish economy has not gone unnoticed.3 There is however

no guarantee that the results due to the strong focus on Ericsson in any way are representative

or that it is possible to generalize the results for other telecommunication manufacturers since

no comparison will be made or has been made in previous research.

Video telephone technology is a part of a wider range of telecommunication services that

can be grouped into �broadband services� since they in general require more bandwidth than

plain old telephony. The limitation to video telephones could therefore be considered a little

bit too restricted and contradict the intention to put it in a �larger technological context� since

many contemporary technologies (such as cable TV) are not covered. This limitation to one

technology is however intended to focus on how it contributed to and was a part of the general

development.

There were several contemporary developments of video telephone systems or other related

systems (such as conference TV). In this thesis the primary focus is of course on the develop-

ments at Ericsson, but since the comparison with the Picturephone is inevitable also AT&T's

innovation process is included to some extent. Other e�orts, such as the interesting color version

developed in Japan, is not included.

Any new technology can also be studied from an endless amount of perspectives depending

on if the intention is to put it in, for example, a technical, social or historical context. This thesis

places video telephones in an economic historical context (or more speci�c within the �eld of

business history) in association with an approach commonly called The Social Construction of

Technology (SCOT). Ideas from theories about institutions, path dependency, actor-networks

and similar are important in order to create a feasible analytical framework.

Technological development and competition within large technical systems is a very complex

task and also something that has to be de�ned and limited in some way. For this reason

the process of standardization is of great interest since we are talking about both a network

technology and that Ericsson has an active history within standardization organizations. The

main aspect of the development process that is covered is thus how Ericsson competed and

3See for example Lindmark, Sven et. al (2004), Telecom Dynamics. History and state of the Swedish telecom
sector and its innovation system 1970 - 2003. Final report. VINNOVA Analysis VA 2004:04



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

cooperated internationally when developing the technology, mainly within the organization

CCITT.

As the �rst paragraph of this section also mentions a �longer economic perspective�, it is

necessary to specify what is meant by this. The main focus is on the developments during the

1970's, but in order to see if there are any long term bene�ts for Ericsson a longer time frame

is also included to some extent.

In order to make the overall aim into something observable while taking the limitations into

account, a number of questions to be answered constitutes the basis of the following content:

1. What were Ericsson's reasons to initialize development of a video telephone system?

2. How did Ericsson act on an international level when it comes to standardization of video

telephones?

3. Were there any long term bene�ts that can be credited to the development of video

telephone technology? More speci�c, did they gain any knowledge or economic advantages

in this process?

These questions are supposed to be of help to both the author and reader and something that

we will have reason to look back at in later sections.

1.2 Previous Research

When the commercial failure of Picturephone was clear to everyone, there was an interest to

explain the �failure�. One book written in 1973 is �The Video Telephone - Impact of a New Era

in Telecommunications� by Edward M. Dickson in association with Raymond Bowers. It is a

study that begun in 1971, soon after the problems with the Picturephone became obvious to

everyone, including AT&T. They looked at the �videophone of the future� and tried to assess

some of the issues that had to be solved. This early study concluded that there was no real

need for such system as the Picturephone - at least not at such a high price. Another big issue

was the one of privacy and integrity of the user, �most people have learned to control their

aural image to some extent, but few people similarly adept at controlling their visual image�4.

This led to that the issues with price and privacy became to large extent the explanation for

its failure.

In 2003, Kenneth Lipartito took a look at �The Social Meaning of Failure� by using the

Picturephone as the enacting example. He criticized the traditional explanation and his motives

for this were (1) that when AT&T released a �Videophone� in 1990 for much cheaper price it

still failed and (2) that market research stated that �fty percent did not have problems with

privacy concerns or felt intimidated when using a video telephone and hence a market did exist.

4Dickson, Edward M. - Bowers, Raymond (1973), The Video Telephone - Impact of a New Era in Telecom-
munications. Praeger Publishers., pp. 103-104
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He states that �privacy, like price, was only an initial problem in a technology undergoing

change and development�5. His argumentation includes that any technology, especially the

Picturephone, has to be put in a longer time frame and a wider context. Concepts such as

network externalities, innovation as social change and path dependency thus plays a central

role in the analysis. His conclusion is that the best answer to why the Picturephone failed can be

traced to a complex social process that has to do with �expectations, assumptions, uncertainty,

politics, and self-reinforcing decisions.�6 What he questions ultimately is the notion of failure or

success, and the Picturephone might have been a commercial failure but on the other hand did

it create a �basic paradigm� for what was to come. Hence, the Picturephone had an important

part in the process that led to what later became modern information technology and services.

Another important aspect mentioned in Lipartito's work is standardization, which solves

several problem that are not only technical. An excellent description and analysis of how stan-

dardization is done within telecommunication can be found in the book Coordinating Technol-

ogy.7 Also here is the focus on a SCOT approach in similarity with Lipartito. Some criticism

is laid forward to previous theoretical work in the SCOT �eld due to the lack of explanatory

power and the authors, Schmidt - Werle, suggest an approach they call �Actor-centered insti-

tutionalism� as more fruitful. A combination of meso- and micro-level elements, which here

refers to institutions and actors, is claimed to be the �social setting that shapes technology�.8

The actor-centered institutionalist approach has its roots in a constructivist view of tech-

nological innovation which in turn criticize what they refer to as technological determinism.

The notion of technological determinism has been used to describe a history where a natural

trajectory of technological development was expected. Simply put, technology was something

external from society but a�ected it in a way that could be seen as deterministic. This criticism

was helped by a number of case studies of di�erent technologies and how they were shaped.

However, it also led to the opposite pole (�social determinism�) where the technological factor

was not accounted for in technological development. The middle way then became the theories

of path dependency where technological development can be seen as an �institutionalized form

of technological change�9.

Regarding standardization, there is also much discussed regarding winner-take-all markets

which can be caused either by so called �tipping� (as will be discussed in section 2.2) or simply

due to the fact that the telecommunication industry at this time were more or less monopolistic

in each country. This suggests that there were large economic incentives to get a protected

solution for video telephony standardized.

Overall, there is a good scienti�c coverage on standardization, network markets and also

5Lipartito (2003), p. 61
6Lipartito (2003), p. 76
7Schmidt, Susanne K. - Werle, Raymund (1997), Coordinating Technology - Studies in the International

Standardization of Telecommunications. The MIT Press.
8Schmidt - Werle (1997), pp. 11-23
9Cited in Schmidt - Werle (1997) from Mackenzie, Donald (1990): Inventing Accuracy: A Historical Sociology

of Nuclear Missile Guidance
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about the Picturephone system. On the other side, not many e�orts other than AT&T's have

been studied in order to understand what role the picture telephony of the 70's have in history.

Regarding Ericsson's system, there is little written and the little there is describe only its

technical attributes or complies to the explanation of �price and privacy� as the reason for the

lack of success (see for example what is written at www.ericssonhistory.com about �Ericsson's

Videophone�). There seems to be a strong association between the Picturephone and all other

contemporary technologies that did not get an instant success, such as conference TV and other

video telephone systems.

This thesis does not focus on why Ericsson's video telephony e�orts �failed� but rather sees

it as a process similar to Lipartito and Schmidt. Hence, there is a need to provide some basic

research on what Ericsson's commitments to the technology in the early 1970's looked like.

There is a lack of research when it comes to placing the development during the 1970's in a

wider economic perspective. The technology has also again been taken up to the forefront of

telecommunications, this time packaged as one of the main bene�ts of so called 3G networks

and its user equipment. However, most research and media coverage today regard the e�orts

for the technology as a complete failure due to the lack of economic success. Some, including

Lipartito, points out that it might have been the starting point from which later successful

developments were built upon.

1.2.1 Hypotheses

Based on the aspects discussed above I put forward three hypotheses for my questions to be

answered that will guide my research and understanding from this point.

As the criticism and notion of technological determinism �rst arose during the 1980's it is

easy to embrace a thought that the engineers at Ericsson might have been in�uenced by the

paradigm that was criticized. In this context it would mean that they saw the video telephone

as the next inevitable step climbing the technology ladder. Let me propose a hypothesis for

the reasons why they initiated their work with the video telephone:

Hypothesis 1: The main reason for Ericsson's investments in video telephony was

that they acted within a philosophy of technological determinism. This means that

they saw a combination of telephony and television as a �natural� next step in tech-

nological development.

Considering the importance of the technology if it was considered �the next step�, the stan-

dardization process would become crucial, especially if there would be growth on a global scale.

Hence, the manufacturers of such equipment were expected to standardize a system ful�lling the

most of their interests. Therefore, a hypothesis regarding the standardization process of a video

telephone system can be constructed that takes this economic incentive into consideration:

Hypothesis 2: At an international level, each manufacturer put in e�ort to get

their solution for video telephony standardized. If they succeeded, the solution was
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expected to become an economic boost for the company. If they did not succeed, the

investment would have been lost.

At last, combining Lipartito's view that the technology was a starting point for the upcoming

paradigm together with what seems to be the general view, a hypothesis regarding long term

bene�ts is presented:

Hypothesis 3: Ericsson did not gain any economic bene�ts from the video telephone

project. However, a basic setting for the upcoming electronic paradigm was initialized

by video telephony. �Failures, the story of Picturephone suggests, can echo like

footfalls down corridors not taken, leading us to the present�10.

1.3 Sources and Method

This thesis deals with a case study of the video telephone technology from the perspective

of one actor - Ericsson. Case studies are common in the �eld where technology is seen from

an economic or social context. They also cause problems since they can be too narrow and

looking at the micro level of innovation and the social context of individuals can receive too

much attention.11 That is also a risk in this work and much information that is available

has been provided by few individuals so their opinions, values and ideas pose a rather large

proportion of the content. In order to refrain from this problem, the perspective is widen to

the institutional layer in order to distance the content from just a few persons. Two important

�gures are Christian Jacobæus who was the technical director of Ericsson from 1953 to 197612

and Nils-Olof Johannesson who worked as a manager of the Systems Research Department U

at Ericsson.

The main sources of information about Ericsson have been collected from The Centre For

Business History in Stockholm that very kindly provided access to Ericsson's archive. The

book shelf about video telephony consists of 13 volumes but much information is unfortunately

redundant or too technical to be interesting in this context. This is also the main source for

information about the standardization process. Documents from other actors and organizations

archives are not included which can be considered a methodological problem. However, some ex-

ternal documents from for example the standardization body Comité Consultatif International

Téléphonique et Télégraphique (CCITT) are available in Ericsson's archive. One interesting

aspect covered is therefore how Ericsson perceived their position regarding standardization so

the problem of few sources has not been such a big issue as it might seem initially.

The method used when going through the material in Ericsson's archive has been to sys-

tematically read over everything in the above mentioned bookshelf in order to make sure that

10Lipartito (2003), p. 53
11Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 15
12Jacobæus, Christian et. al (1976), Teletekniskt skapande 1876-1976. III. (LM Ericsson 100 år). Örebro.,

p. 407
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no important information would be missed. However, I have had no possibility to go through

other materials in the archive that have not explicitly been associated with the video tele-

phone project. How the available documents have been sorted or selected from the beginning

is not known to the author of this thesis. I have however no suspicion that the methodological

problems due to this would be of any major character.

Another (minor) issue is the di�erent terminology used by di�erent actors. As the new

technology it was in the 1960's, what here are referred to as �Video telephones� had several

di�erent names and there was quite some confusion surrounding the naming of things. Video

telephones is used here since it was the term that Ericsson preferred (or more correct, the

Swedish term they used was �Bildtelefoni� but they translated it to Video telephony in several

places). Hopefully this has not led to any methodological problems but it is worth pointing out

which search terms that has been used in order to avoid confusion.

It is also worth mentioning that there are adjusted prices and numbers in several places

in this paper, for example in �gure 2.2 on page 22. When adjusting the amount to an index

the calculator available at www.historia.se has been used in order to obtain more comparable

results. This site uses Consumer Price Index (CPI) when transforming an amount. This might

cause some implications but it is not of crucial matter and is considered a fair enough measure

in this context.



Chapter 2

The Market

In this chapter, a general overview of the market in which Ericsson is active is presented. This

includes important theoretical concepts, a brief history of Ericsson and a general idea of how

standardization and coordination of technology within this market works.

2.1 Theoretical Background

A market refers to the playground where producers and consumers trade their services or goods.

The context in which these transactions are made are regulated within a set of norms, social

and written laws, rules and so on. These rules by which the market works will be referred to as

the institutions that is restricting the actors in di�erent ways. Institutional theory is usually

credited to Douglass C. North1 and is an important part of this thesis in order to formulate,

analyze and explain how the telecommunications market works and the actors within it act. In

this thesis I have mainly looked at formal institutions in the form of standard setting bodies

and the monopolistic regulation surrounding Postal, Telegraph and Telephone service agencies

(PTT's) such as the Swedish Televerket.

The notion of actors is also important to de�ne since it is used in a wide variety of meanings.

The analytical framework to be used is somewhat based upon the Actor-Centered Institution-

alism approach so the same de�nition is used here as presented in Schmidt - Werle (1997).

Actors are located at the micro level (shaped by the institutions under which they exist) and

they act, which means that an actor has to be human in some sense. Actor-Network theory

as suggested by Callon and others allow both human and non-human actors so this is an im-

portant distinction to make. However, there are also composite actors, such as �rms, agencies

and other groupings of individual actors. Composite actors and individual actors have certain

important di�erences but are both shaped by their background and the situation they are in.

One di�erence is that a composite actor consists of heterogeneous individual actors which enjoy

rather much autonomy. Thus actors never become just an �instrument� in the composite actor

1See for example North, Douglass C. (1990), Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance,
Cambridge University Press

11
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to achieve its goals but are shaped by the actors' background.2 It is important to keep in mind

that despite that Ericsson (and other organizations) will be considered a composite actor that

has a strategy and is assumed to act in a sense of rationality, it is also a�ected by the individual

actors that are representing it.

2.2 Network Markets

Network markets, where telecommunications serve as one of the most prominent examples, have

problems �tting into the general neo-classical economic principle of equilibrium between supply

and demand. The main reason for this can be found in what economists refer to as network

externalities or network e�ects that has a very signi�cant role within network markets compared

to other markets. When a customer buys a product in a network market, the decision of what

to buy among several choices is very much a�ected by compatibility with other products and

the installed base. A compatible product is a product that can be used together with the main

product, but it does not necessarily have to depend upon it. One example is how a keyboard

can be used together with a variety of di�erent computers. The installed base refers to how

many products that are sold and used in one way or another. For example was there no use

for the �rst telephone in the world until the second was sold. The minimum installed base for

a telephone system to be usable is therefore two. Thus, these products become components

in a system where the value added to each user of a component grows as the number of used

components does - there is a correlation between the product value and the installed base.3 This

is an example of a positive network externality. The same rule applies to the availability of

complementary goods, consider for example how the choice of computer hardware depends on

the availability of software.4 There is a positive association between the installed base and the

availability of complementary goods, meaning that these are not isolated factors and gaining

an advantage within one will foster growth in the other.5

This creates a complexity for the �rms in such markets since there is not only a competition

between substitutive components but they also have a choice to integrate their technologies

into a larger system through coordination. If not, there is a risk that the market may �tip�

in a not favorable direction. Tipping is the case when there are two or more incompatible

(and hence competing) technologies where one single technology becomes dominant over time.

One of the more famous examples is how JVC's VHS videocassette became dominant over

2Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 21
3Schilling, Melissa A. (2008), Strategic Management of Technological Innovation (second edition), McGraw-

Hill International Edition. Singapore, p. 68
4Katz, Michael L. - Shapiro, Carl (1994), �Systems Competition and Network E�ects�, The Journal of

Economic Perspectives, Vol. 8, No. 2
5Schilling, Melissa A. (2002), �Technology Success and Failure in Winner-take-all Markets: The Impact of

Learning Orientation, Timing, and Network Externalities�, Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 45, No. 2,
p. 389 and 394
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Sony's Betamax in the 1980's and more or less eliminated the competition in the market.6 If

the market tips in a favorable direction the gain can become enormous, consider for example

Microsoft's dominance in the operating system market. On the other hand this competition

for an initially large prize may also hamper the growth of the market since customers may wait

to see in which direction the market will tip which could result in a lowered pro�t in the end

for the winner.7 A market that may tip will here be referred to as a winner-take-it-all market.

If, in such a market, the winner represents a single technology the alternative technologies are

referred to as locked out. In the example of the battle between VHS and Betamax the latter

technology could be considered locked out from the market.

There are also other important factors that a�ects which technology or design that will

come to dominate. Schilling (2002) has shown empirically that timing and continuous learning

processes are crucial as well. The timing of market entry has been studied extensively and is a

discussed subject whether it is good to be a �rst-mover, early-follower or late entrant. Schilling

�nds a U shaped relationship between the likelihood of being locked out from the market and

the time of entry. This implies that being very early or very late into the market will decrease

the likelihood of success.8

The other point regarding the ability to learn continuously and meet customer requirements

is also an important one, especially in a market such as telecommunications in the 1970's when

the rate of technological change was fast. A �rm should be able to absorb new knowledge into

the corporation at the same time as improving its core capabilities which is a complex task.9

Looking at the inter-�rm relationship between competitors, there are several other interest-

ing complex processes. If they choose to coordinate their acts in order to uniform a technology

in some sense, they enter a process of standardization where a standard is the possible out-

come. This can be a very complex process, partly due to the issues mentioned above. Common

examples of this process is the standardization of power grids (direct-current or alternative-

current), railways (the distance between the two rails forming a railway) and mobile telephony

(GSM or CDMA technology) - just to mention a few where there has been problems to reach a

consensus among actors. Standards can have a special importance when it relates to technol-

ogy that requires large investments in infrastructure in order to achieve economic scalability.10

The standardization process is in turn shaped by a number of structural aspects, such as the

institutional framework (rules and relations of di�erent kinds), actors (interests, perceptions,

motives) and the technological foundation (dominant designs, feasibility, knowledge, switching

costs).11

Dominant design is an important aspect and refers to when one design becomes much more

6Besen, Stanley M. - Farrel, Joseph (1994), �Choosing How to Compete: Strategies and Tactics in Standard-
ization�, The Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 118

7Besen - Farrell (1994), p. 119
8Schilling (2002), p. 391 and 394
9Schilling (2002), p. 389-390
10Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 41
11Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 111
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common than other. When a dominant design emerges it creates a stable architecture that will

in�uence manufacturers and customers. It also helps formal standardization processes if there

is a dominant design present.12 Essentially is the risk for investing lowered since the market

agrees on what to expect.

In order to see what possible e�ect di�erent strategies relating to coordination or competition

may have in a network market, let us consider a simpli�ed case with only two �rms with rivaling

technologies. There are three possible forms of strategies; one where they simply let the market

decide through competition who will be the winner, one where they cooperate but still prefer

their own technology and the last where one �rm wish to cooperate while the other wants to

compete.13 How can di�erent strategies a�ect the �rm? We borrow some aspects from game

theory and call the �rms FA and FB that have two di�erent technologies, TA and TB.

Standards Battle

A standards battle occur when FA and FB agree on competition between TA and TB. There

are some key areas that the �rms compete about:14

• Establishing a large installed base. This is crucial in order to achieve a momentum with

positive network externalities as explained above.

• Attracting complementary components. By supplying the largest base of complementary

components (such as software, accessories and peripherals) a support for the technology

can be achieved. This creates an incentive for the �rm to attract external suppliers of

such complementaries, since this could be the cheapest and fastest way to create growth.

• Preannouncements. By raising expectations through preannouncing upcoming (and bet-

ter) components, growth of the opponents technology can be hampered.

• Price commitments. Since the network may have a long term perspective, commitments

to low prices could foster growth for the preferred technology.

Battle of the Sexes

Another situation is when there is such a strong incentive to coordinate that FA and FB agree

to do so despite that they prefer their own technology. This is a situation that is usually called

The Battle of the Sexes. In this case the relationship between the cost of coordination and of

not doing so is essential. If there is a strong incentive to �nd a compromise, this will turn into a

pure bargaining game. Examples of compromises is licensing of one technology at reduced price,

hybrid technologies and joint development. The outcome of such a game can very much depend

upon the institutional setting.15 If the incentive to coordinate is lowered or no compromise can
12Schilling (2008), p. 57
13Besen - Farrell (1994), p. 121
14Besen - Farrell (1994), p. 122-124
15Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 102
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be reached there is a risk of entering a standards battle.

Asymmetric Battle

The last situation is when FA is already dominant over FB for one reason or another. In this

case, the �rms are asymmetric and it has been shown that FA is much more likely to prefer

a standards battle than FB. Since one very possible outcome is that FB will try to follow

FA, intellectual property rights and patents play an especially important role. Another way

to protect the dominance of FA could be to frequently change parts of the technology which

makes it more di�cult to follow. FB, on the other side, can try to make TB compatible to the

largest possible extent in order to take advantage of FA's installed base.16

In order to summarize the above an emphasis has to be made on the complexity of network

markets. Both internal and external factors in�uence the behavior and development within the

market and it is very di�cult to make forecasts of the direction of the development before it

stabilize around one technology. However, the stakeholders taking a large risk may also enjoy

a huge payback if they succeed in making their protected technology dominant.

2.3 The Telecommunication Market

The telecommunication market refers to the market that deals with technology which makes

it possible to communicate from a distance. The main technology usually associated with this

market is telephony which in turn has had a massive impact on society since its introduction.

The telephone system that requires cables and wires all the way to the user equipment is

usually referred to as �xed telephony (in contrast to mobile telephony). In �gure 2.1 on the

next page the growth of adoption in the telephone sector in geographical areas of interest for

this report is visible. Notice that there was a rather linear growth of the number of subscriptions

per capita until the breakthrough of mobile telephony in the 1990's. The entrance of wireless

communication created a stagnation of the previously so dominating �xed telephone technology.

Mobile telephony can be referred to as a discontinuous technology. A similar behavior happened

when the telegraph was outrivaled by the telephone.17 A de�nition of a discontinuous technology

is that it �ful�lls a similar market need by building on entirely new knowledge base�.18

The market was also very much a�ected by convergence, both in the world (globalization)

and in technology (telephone, data services and multimedia converging).19 A more interesting

phenomenon is the divergence of services. In the 1970's, thanks to electronics and digitization,

a range of new services became possible alongside traditional �xed telephony, and the video

telephone was one of those applications. There were not only technical reasons for this but also

16Besen - Farrell (1994), p. 127 - 128
17Lindmark et. al (2004), p. 40
18Schilling (2008), p. 49
19Iversen (1999)
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a very strong economic incentive to utilize existing networks with complementing technologies

and services.20

Another aspect is Sweden's leadership in this market, also visible in the �gure. In the

1960's Sweden was on the same level as USA regarding telephone subscriptions per capita but

than the gap between the countries increased. Sweden and the other Nordic countries were

also among the �rst with mobile telephony which is commonly attributed to the success of the

Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) network.

Figure 2.1: Mobile and �xed-line telephone subscribers (per 100 people)
Source: �World Development Indicators Online� (2009)

The actors in the telecommunication market can be categorized into the following groups:21

• Equipment manufacturers that produces telephones, cables and so on. This is the group

that Ericsson belongs to.

• Operators provides the service to subscribers and operates telecommunication networks.

Traditionally, operators were Postal, Telegraph and Telephone (PTT) monopolies (with

the exception of USA and Japan for example). The Swedish variant of this was Televerket.

• Standard bodies facilitates a framework for the standardization process. The most impor-

tant for this thesis is CCITT that today is known as ITU-T.

• Consultants that sell professional services to for example the operators. This group is not

covered here since they played a minor role in the 1970's.

20Lindmark et. al (2004), p. 69
21Lindmark et. al (2004), p. 37
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• Regulators such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in USA or Post- och

Telestyrelsen (PTS) in Sweden that sets the formal parts of the institutional setting.

Many of these were an integrated part of PTT's and became independent �rst with the

re-regulation in the 1990's.

• Distributors/retailers represents the sales channels, one example is The Phone House.

• The end users are referred to as subscribers

In the 1970's the PTT's enjoyed a very strong role both as regulators, operators and distributors

of equipment. In general they were fully owned and controlled by the government. The reasons

for this kind of natural monopoly were several, but many arguments are related to the quality

and availability of telephone services.22

The market for suppliers and producers of equipment was also rather saturated, with a few

large scale �rms such as Ericsson. They are sometimes classi�ed into either �natural champions�

or �internationally oriented� deciding if they were dependent to the national market (such as

Siemens in Germany) or more global (e.g. Ericsson that exported 69 % of its production

in 1971).23 However, the connection with the local market was still strong for Ericsson due

to the close relationship with Televerket (only 10-20 % of Televerket's purchases was made

internationally24) so the di�erentiation is not so signi�cant at all times.

2.3.1 A Brief History of Ericsson

Ericsson is a company based upon telephony. The entrepreneur Lars Magnus Ericsson could

patent the telephone in Sweden since American Bell did not consider Sweden important enough

to patent it in. When Christian Jacobæus wrote the foreword in a book written to celebrate the

100th anniversary of Ericsson in 1976, he especially emphasized the telephone's natural place

in their history.25

The timing for the launch of Ericsson's telephone was perfect and they grew at a rapid

pace. However, due to the Swedish businessman Kreuger, who secretly had acquired a voting

majority in the company, his death and bankruptcy in the 1930's almost also led to the end of

Ericsson. Saved by large investment companies (Investor and Industrivärden), they revitalized

within ten years.26

As mentioned is Ericsson internationally oriented, partly due to hefty competition initially

in Sweden. Already in 1897 did they establish production in Russia. Another early trend was

outsourcing and by 1900 there were 30 sub-suppliers in Sweden.27

22Lindmark et. al. (2004), p. 40-41
23Lindmark et. al. (2004), p. 47 and 129
24Lindmark et. al. (2004), p. 49
25Jacobæus et. al. (1976)
26Lindmark et. al. (2004), p. 128
27Lindmark et. al. (2004), p. 127
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Another aspect, not surprisingly, is that Ericsson is and has been a very engineering oriented

company. The top managers were all engineers (and men). Also many administrators were

engineers except for those with distinctive economic roles.28 This was a reason for the very

homogeneous group of people that the composite actor Ericsson consisted of.

During the 1960's the company grew at a rapid pace and reached more than 60,000 employees

in 1970 (about 30,000 in Sweden).29 This was of course closely related to the general strong

growth of the economies in Western Europe and South America, two very important markets

which is visible in the summary of Ericsson's biggest markets in 1970 (table 2.1). This growth

continued until the mid-1970's when the number of employees peaked above 84,000.30

Ericsson su�ered from the oil price shock since their largest markets were among the ones

most a�ected by the crisis. Another signi�cant change happened at the same time but was of a

more technical character. This change is most easily described as that the number of electronic

systems delivered exceeded the amount of electromechanical systems which means that the

digital revolution had its major breakthrough.31 Hence, the 1970's ended an old and started a

new era for Ericsson - and in the middle of all this was the video telephone.

Table 2.1: Ericsson's main markets by geographical area and sales in 1970

Area Sales (Million SEK) Percentage

Sweden 860 27.2

Europe (except Sweden) 1,218 38.5

Latin America 672 21.3

Australia, Asia and Africa 346 11.0

USA and Canada 64 2.0

Total 3,160 100.0

Source: LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelse 1970 (Annual Report 1970), p. 10

2.3.2 Standardization of Telecommunication Systems

There were several advantages with standardization as means of cooperation within telecom-

munications in the 1970's. The structure of the market created an incentive to standardize,

with the strongest actors being national monopolies controlled by the government that were

interested in communicating globally but had no intention to expand (there were exceptions

though). The structure was national but the nature of the market global.

Another advantage was that standardization minimized the risks related to innovation and

change. If a technological artifact was standardized globally, the insecurity regarding what

28Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 398
29LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelse 1970 (Annual Report 1970), p. 12
30LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelse 1979 (Annual Report 1979), p. 3
31LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelse 1979 (Annual Report 1979), p. 6
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technology would be adopted was lowered substantially. It also created a common understand-

ing of the technology itself. This was closely related to the rise of a dominant design and the

stabilization of a technological artifact as described previously. With a rapidly changing world

the desire to be able to communicate across national borders might have increased together

with the incentives to create international standards.

Telecommunications have a long history of standardization since the telegraph. The creation

of The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in 1865 was one of the absolutely earliest

inter-governmental organizations and at their �rst meeting was the famous Morse code stan-

dardized.32 This organization created an early institutionalized framework for standardizing

processes within telecommunications.

There were also other international standardization organizations, for example the Inter-

national Organization for Standardization (ISO) and its sister organization, the International

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). However, in this work the focus will be on ITU's standard-

ization branch that was formed in 1956, The Comité Consultatif International Télégraphique

et Téléphonique (CCITT) which during the 1970's dominated the industry.33 It was also the

organization that tried to standardize a global video telephone system.

CCITT was dominated by the PTT's which created a rather homogeneous group of interests

which made standardization easier. The PTT's were the only formal members but manufactur-

ers could take advisory part as Scienti�c and Industrial Organizations (SIO). SIO had to pay a

hefty membership fee which restricted the group to relatively large organizations.34 However,

Ericsson managed to take part as representatives of Mexico from 1929 - 1960 and after that

they acted as a SIO.35

The work in CCITT was divided into study periods of four years with an ending plenary

meeting where standards were o�cially set. Despite that a standard could have a �nished draft

even before this meeting, it was usually not accepted until the meeting. This created a special

pace of standard setting in telecommunications where the tendency was to put in most e�ort in

the end of each study period. When decided upon, the standards were published in a number of

books called the �colored books� due the di�erent colors of the covers. To wait until the books

was printed to inform the outside world also led to some delay for the standard to be commonly

known among practitioners if they were not taking part in the meetings themselves.36

There were several layers of standard making in the CCITT, ranging from the political to

the technical level:37

• Political level: The Plenary Assembly (PA) took place every fourth year and the task

was to pass recommendations from the previous study period and the meetings were very

32Lindmark et. al. (2004), p. 44
33Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 45
34Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 138
35Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 414
36Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 68-69
37Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 136-138
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formal. They did not choose between alternatives but just passed or rejected suggested

recommendations. Another important task was to assign questions to and decide the

structure of study groups.

• Technical level: The Study Groups (SG) took care of the technical work and gave recom-

mendations to the Plenary Assembly to pass or reject. There were two sub-levels; Working

Parties (WP) and Special Rapporteur's Group (SpR) dealing with technical details.

There were a number of informal rules that complements the formal ones. One is the consensus

principle which was supposed to create large adoption of standards. There was an informal

ranking of countries and if some of the more prominent ones rejected a draft - then the consensus

principle would come into play and the draft would be rejected.38 Another informal setting was

the co�ee breaks that actually played a role for the standardization of the video telephone and

became a ground for more informal discussions regarding preferred technologies.39

In general, there was a very strong focus on technical issues. Other perspectives than to

make things function or to improve their e�ciency were not well suited in this framework of

formal and informal rules.40

When summarizing the state of standardization within telecommunications in the 1960's

and 70's it is important to remember the rather strong incentive for coordination and the

strong regulation framework due to the national structure of the voting members of CCITT.

Secondly, it was a rather large and slow task to standardize a system and the process usually

took several years.

Within Ericsson there was a large commitment to standardization and it was important for

a number of reasons. The risk of technological lockout would be considerable lower. This is

a situation that would arise if a another technology than Ericsson's preferred would become

the dominant one (and most likely the standard). Ericsson's strong international focus also

created a strong incentive to meet potential customers and to show technological strengths in

the standardization process that took place in CCITT. So, the CCITT meetings provided an

excellent opportunity for Ericsson not only to show their excellency in technology but also to

connect and develop with their customers. These and others were enough reasons to make the

standardization process advert to most of Ericsson's departments.41

Internally it was organized in a rather straightforward manner. After decisions were made

at each plenary meeting in CCITT they sent out a list of the study groups and the questions to

be answered. Ericsson then choose personnel that functioned as contacts towards CCITT which

followed up on the progress. Each technological department then worked on proposals where

38Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 139
39The co�ee breaks are especially mentioned in Johannesson (1974), �CCITT-möte om bildtelefon i Paris,

20-30 januari 1974�, doc. nr: 826/Ue 4030, IV - Bildtelefondokumentationen - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans
(1978), CfN

40Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 280
41Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 415
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they considered it useful that was submitted back to CCITT. Ericsson took part in most meet-

ings arranged by CCITT.42 These extensive e�orts shows that Ericsson took standardization

very seriously and were ready to spend a lot on it.

2.3.3 Context of the Video Telephone

The same technologies that made the video telephone available (such as electronics and trans-

mission improvements) also constituted the base of the information technology revolution that

shapes our daily lives to such a large extent today. The Internet, mobile phones, small lap

top computers and so on form a framework of technologies used in all industrialized countries

on a daily basis which have their roots in these early developments in the 50's and 60's. At

the same time as the video telephone was developed, there were a vast amount of other tech-

nologies competing to form this groundwork for the coming information society that actually

was expected in the 70's. It would be impossible to try to grasp all of these technologies and

try to explain one by one how they came to compete with the video telephone. Instead, some

examples together with the general development will be dealt with in short here.

The general development includes several groundbreaking swifts in technology, for exam-

ple towards electronics, digital systems and computers (not the least thanks to the invention

of microprocessors in 1971). If you would sketch a timeline of important inventions in the

�eld of telecommunications there would be a clear rise of intensity together with the second

world war. With the big governmental investments after the war, the intensity of emerging

new technologies would culminate sometime during the 1970's by some. Then, information

technology started to di�use widely. Except for the microprocessor, a number of important

customer products (Xerox Alto 1973, Apple II 1977), transmission equipment (optic �ber �rst

industrially produced by Corning Glass in the early 1970's) and switching equipment (digital

switching became commercially available in the mid 1970's) will be remembered as some of

these founding technologies.43

What about the video telephone in this context? Let us �rst have a look inside Ericsson,

where the video telephone competed for limited economic resources. In �gure 2.2 on the next

page we can notice that the total amount of invested money in research and development

actually was increasing during the period we are interested in. However, since this was a period

when the whole industry was undergoing a larger change of which the video telephone was a

part, the competition over these resources was more likely intensi�ed during the whole time.

As an example taken from Ericsson's annual report of 1970, there are 22 projects mentioned

in the R&D section. The video telephone is only mentioned in one sentence.44 Most of these

projects were related to the core activity telephony.

There were also competing technologies with similar features as the video telephone. This

42Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 415
43Castells, M. (2000), The Rise of the Network Society, 2nd edition, Wiley-Blackwell. Singapore
44LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelse 1970 (Annual Report 1970), p. 14-17
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Figure 2.2: Ericsson's investment in R&D during the 1970's
Source: LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelser 1968 - 1980 (Annual reports 1968 - 1980)
Note: The percentages for 1971 and 1972 are estimated.

competition enhanced even more when changing the focus towards document sharing. Confer-

ence TV, the fax machine, computer networks and others were all in the same �eld one may

argue. Another �failure� to mention is the similar service of Videotex which main purpose was

to broadcast documents in an interactive manner. This technology attracted economic interest

in the late 70's but except for in France the success was very limited. One of the main reasons

being a problematic standardization process due to the large economic interests from many

member countries of CCITT.45

Overall, there were a staggering amount of competing technologies at the same time as

new technologies emerged rapidly. Some might argue that the rise of computers and computer

networks made the video telephone redundant. I will argue that that this is just a part of the

story in the following chapters.

45Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 147 - 184



Chapter 3

The Video Telephone

In this chapter basic concepts about the video telephone is presented. There is also a presentation

of di�erent contemporary views of the technology and Ericsson's innovation process.

3.1 Technology

Figure 3.1: The Video Telephone as patented by Ericsson
Source: �Picture Telephone� (1970)

In order to understand the problems and possibilities the engineers faced when developing

the video telephone a basic course in telecommunications is needed. This is of course of very

limited and brief nature but hopefully it provides some insight into the complexity of the system.

First, let us look at the background of the video telephone system to understand how it became

feasible at all. The �rst video telephone call was made already in 19271 but it required a whole

set of new technologies in order to become a commercial product.

1Johannesson, Nils Olof (1973), �The Picture Telephone - A Discussion of Trends in Technology and Mar-
ket Application�, Mixed Multimedia, Development potentials for Picturephone, CATV and Teleprocessing, The
Royal Institute of Technology and the University of Stockholm Sweden. p. 55

23
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One might �rst consider the telephone and the television as rudimentary and necessary

technologies. Both of them had gone through major changes before the introduction of the

video telephone. The telephone system had become more and more based upon automated

and electronic switching which made it more scalable and e�ective. The television had a major

impact on people's lives and also the video camera had become more and more popular. Much of

this had its roots in the discovery of semiconductors and transistors in the 1950's which created

the electronic- and digital revolution.2 At AT&T there were many scientists and engineers

working with the new rise of information technology that came with �big science� in the 50's

and 60's. A dream of a new communication revolution was maybe tempting many to initialize

the process of creating a working video telephone system.3

Improvements in transmission is also important to mention since the video telephone system,

as we will see, required a much higher bandwidth than other services. Fiber optics, a simple

idea that is hard to implement, created hope for this kind of demanding service due to its

theoretically great capacity. Other forms of transmission techniques, such as coaxial cables

(which cable television is based upon) and satellites also fostered this hope. Moreover, the

evolution of computers is essential, especially computer memories that allowed data to be saved

which created many new applications in compression and bu�ering of data. Electric keyboards,

computer graphics and other supplements were also technologies that created a technological

platform from which the video telephone could be derived.4

Now it is time to look at the video telephone system itself, by use of �gure 3.2 on the

following page, �rst presented in Johannesson (1973). In this �gure a simple and symbolic

overview can be found over the most crucial components which is described below in order to

get a grip of the technology.

The users, in �gure 3.2, does not necessarily have to be persons in a telecommunications

system but in the case of video telephony this was the most obvious target group. With a video

telephone system it was possible for users to communicate their message by both verbal and

visual means. �Visual� was of course a key concept here that made this system so interesting in

many ways. The tool by which the users communicated is here referred to as the subscriber set

and consisted of a screen, a telephone and a video camera. There was also a mirror available

in some versions which the user could extend in order to show documents located on the desk.5

One important aspect of the subscriber set was the screen resolution that determined how

much capacity (bandwidth) that was necessary for the transmission of the picture. Transmission

can be done over a number of mediums, such as copper cables, microwaves or �ber-optics. Since

bandwidth is a limited resource it became one of the most important technological bottlenecks

2Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 7
3Lipartito (2003), p. 63
4Dickson - Bowers (1973), p. 66-74
5�Picture Telephone� (1970), US Patent, patent number: D223672, �ling date: Nov 3, 1970, issue date: May

1972.
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Figure 3.2: Major areas of interest in a video telephone system.
Source: Johannesson (1973), p. 60

for the video telephone. A normal telephone line requires a bandwidth of 4,000 Hz6, a FM

radio signal 15,000 Hz while a television signal requires 4,600,000 Hz (4.6 MHz).7 This large

di�erence comes from the amount of information that has to be transmitted and as can be

noted does a picture hold much more information than an audio tone. Hence the addition of

moving pictures with the video telephone created a need to greatly increase bandwidth in order

to work properly.

It would also be impossible to keep one line available from every subscriber to every other. In

order to make the network scalable, switching is another prerequisite of any telephone network.

This is the technique used where, for example, all telephone lines leads to a central switch that

can decide (either manually or automatic) to which other line they will connect (on demand).

The automatic switching technique developed by Ericsson in the form of the AXE telephone

exchange became a major product and was developed around the same time as the video

telephone.

6Hertz is the unit of frequency that had replaced the previous unit cps, �cycles per second�, in the 1960's. A
frequency represents the rate at which a single tone repeats itself over time.

7Dickson - Bowers (1973), p. 13
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3.2 The Chronological Story

Many stories about the video telephone point out the World's Fair in 1964 as a milestone and

something of a start signal for the innovation process. However, the history goes back much

longer than that as the �rst call was made already in 1927. Also Germany performed a call in

19368 so to market the concept as something brand new in 1964 was not entirely true. The �rst

version of the Picturephone was �nished in 1956 at AT&T but by then it could only transmit

one picture every two seconds. It was �rst in 1964 it became technically feasible to let more

people use the system and it actually worked. It took until 1970 for the �Mod I� version of

Picturephone to be commercially available in Chicago and Pittsburgh.9

AT&T were not alone in their e�orts during the 60's and early countries to develop video

telephone systems were Germany, Japan, England and France.10 In 1970 the question of stan-

dardizing a video telephone system was brought up to a study group within CCITT.11

In Sweden and at Ericsson the early history of the video telephone can be divided into three

phases. In phase one, top management at Ericsson and the Telecommunication Administra-

tion tested the low resolution Picturephone system and they moved on and created their own

subscriber set. One initial success was the �rst transatlantic video telephone call when a new

satellite station was inaugurated in Tanum on the Swedish west coast.12

In phase two Ericsson decided for a high resolution system as they had already proposed in

CCITT. They started to apply and test it at their headquarters in order to do an evaluation.

This phase started in 1973.13

Ericsson did not give up and by 1976 phase three were initialized. The aim become to

create a long distance network and they decided to rent a connection from the Swedish PTT

Televerket to Norrköping - a city where they both had an o�ce and many potential customers

such as di�erent public administrations. One connection was also set up to another Ericsson

site in Stockholm outside the headquarters.14

From here on the story is not as happy any more. The test network had few users15,

the Picturephone had miserably failed to attract an installed base16 and much of the initial

expectations regarding the system seems to have vanished. During the summer of 1976 there

8Johannesson (1973), p. 55-56
9�Tech Timeline�, <http://www.research.att.com/evergreen/about_us/tech_timeline.html> [2009-11-19]
10Gezelius, Rolf (1973), �Information Customer's Demands on A Picturephone System for Transmission of

Scienti�c Information�, Mixed Multimedia, Development potentials for Picturephone, CATV and Teleprocessing,
The Royal Institute of Technology and the University of Stockholm Sweden, p. 35-39

11Johannesson (1974), �Rapport - CCITT-möte om bildtelefon i Paris, 20-30 januari 1974�, doc. nr. 826/Ue
4030, IV - Bildtelefondokumentation - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN

12Gezelius (1973), p. 39
13�Experience from a working visual telephone service, L.M. Ericsson to CCITT period 1973-1976 Question

5/XV�, VIII - -Bildtelefondokumentation - Sammandrag och utredningar (1978), CfN
14�Experience from a working visual telephone service, L.M. Ericsson to CCITT period 1973-1976 Question

5/XV�, VIII - -Bildtelefondokumentation - Sammandrag och utredningar (1978), CfN
15Krook (1976), �Ang. BTF-förbindelsen med Norrköping�, III - Bildtelefondokumentation - Lägesrapporter

/ Slutrapporter (1978), CfN
16Lipartito (2003), p. 52
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were signals of change and the Systems Research Department U (dealt with in the next section)

was downsizing.17 There were changes in management and their position on the video telephone

were seemingly negative, for example is there a rumor that the �rst thing the new CEO Björn

Svedberg did was to remove a video telephone from his o�ce.18 Before CEO he was the technical

director after Christian Jacobæus who retired in 1976 and he expressed a rather negative

attitude towards video telephony already then. He wanted to focus more on the telephone

instead - a core competence at Ericsson.19 The price was also staggering - up to 40,000 SEK20

per terminal (according to www.historia.se would 40,000 SEK 1978 be around 146,000 SEK in

2009 levels). These are some of the problems that may have caused the commercial failure of

the video telephone at Ericsson.

3.3 Ericsson's Innovation Process

In this section we look closer at Ericsson's engagement to make a pro�table product out of

the video telephone. It is viewed as a process of innovation and it is important to understand

the distinction between the invention and the innovation. Video telephony is a good example

of why it is such a complex process to launch a service that requires the cooperation between

many actors and components in order to make it a commercial success.

One reason for them to initialize this work is found in the very organization of Ericsson.

Video telephony was a technology crossing a wide area of interests that were placed in separate

departments of Ericsson. Consider for example the following, far from comprehensive, list of

departments and their part in this project:21

• G (Department for Subscriber Equipment) for devices and internal video exchanges

• LMS (International Marketing and Sales) for security systems and surveillance

• X (Telephone Station Division) for public networks and switching

• T (Transmission Division) for transmission

• MI (Defense and Signal Electronics Division) for short distance radio links

• U (Systems Research) for the general system development and coordination.

17Holmström, Mikael (1978), �Nu drar LM ner sin satsning på bildtelefonen�, Ny Teknik, February 2nd
18Holmström (1978)
19Isaksson, Björn (1976), �Vi satsar på telefonen - Jättemarknad utomlands�, Forskning och Utveckling, May

4th
20Holmström (1978)
21Johannesson (1975) - �Rapport - Verksamhetsplanering för Ue 1975 - 198�, doc. nr: 1201/Ue 5042, IV -

-Bildtelefondokumentationen - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN, p. 4 - 5. The capital letters refers
to Ericsson's internal notion of their departments and the English translation of department names has been
done by me.
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It is therefore interesting to look at where this technology �rst attracted interest and why. It

turns out that the department that became the organizer of this process was the U depart-

ment. The U stood for �Utvecklingsavdelningen� and was translated into the Systems Research

Department. I will argue that this department in many ways established a framework which

in�uenced the direction the innovation process took.

The U department was established in 1948 and their main objective was to develop tech-

nologies that did not �t into other departments. Another focus was on technology that could

generate pro�t in the long term but they also created value in the short term and one of

the department's most successful projects was within electronic exchange technology and they

delivered equipment to the US Air Force in the 50's.22

The video telephone project started o�cially in 196823 and it was perfectly suited for the

department. The failure of the Picturephone in the US was most likely not blamed on the

concept itself but rather on AT&T's implementation of the technology. As mentioned before

did Ericsson buy a number of Picturephones and tested it internally among top managers in

the late 1960's. They concluded that AT&T had done a rather poor job to create customer

value and decided to move on with their own e�ort.24 At U they worked within a number of

�elds, among them �ber optics that was considered to be the future of transmission since it

could solve much of the problem with scarce bandwidth. The video telephone was a product

that needed relatively much bandwidth in order to work satisfactory and the synergies with

related research were hence extensive. They also had the possibility to coordinate e�orts over

several departments and were organizationally placed just under the technical director Christian

Jacobæus.25 This could imply a rather large in�uence of the U department in other parts of

Ericsson.

Another reason for Ericsson's interest could be the close relationship with Televerket, that

also was the most important customer according to table 2.1 on page 18. Televerket alone stood

for about one fourth of the sales. They were also early testers of conference TV which had some

similar attributes as video telephony. The system they tested (the British Confravision) was

however met with small interest from customers.26 This could have been a opening for other

systems and an opportunity for Ericsson. If we quickly look back at �gure 2.1 on page 16

we notice Sweden's extensive leadership when it comes to telephone subscriptions per person.

Ericsson believed (most likely on good basis thanks to their close relationship) that Televerket

was looking for new ways to improve their turnover when the growth in subscriptions was

22Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 405
23Johannesson (1975), �Rapport - Verksamhetsplanering för Ue 1975-1985�, doc. nr. 1201/Ue 5042, IV -

-Bildtelefondokumentationen - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN, p. 3
24�Experience from a working visual telephone service. L.M. Ericsson to CCITT period 1973-1976 Question

5/XV�, VIII Bildtelefondokumentation - Sammandrag och utredningar, CfN
25Jacobæus et. al. (1976), p. 405
26Sweden (Televerket, 1979?), �Test network for broad-band service�, document to CCITT Question 4/XV,

VIII - Bildtelefondokumentationen - Sammandrag och utredningar (1978), CfN, p. 1-2
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expected to stagnate27 (which never happened because another exciting technology - the mobile

phone system - instead made the number of subscriptions to increase at a higher rate). One

way to improve their turnover would be to look at alternative services to o�er the subscribers.

Such a value adding service could be provided by a video telephone system.

It is not clear why it took until 1968 for Ericsson to engage and organize video telephony

into their organization. If it was due to the lack of skills, experience or because they observed

the outcome from work by other manufacturers remain unanswered. One guess could be that

the insecurity surrounding the service still was very large and the problems AT&T had did not

help to lower these concerns. When would the bandwidth needed be available? How much

interest were there among the PTT's to invest more money while the �xed telephone network

still was not rolled out in most places of the world?

What is known is that there was an exchange of technology with AT&T through licenses of

patents.28 Ericsson also tested a number of Picturephones and demonstrated it to Televerket.

This seems to have led to a feeling of �we can do this better�.29 As we will see did the tests

also help to di�erentiate Ericsson's process to a large extent. Another reason could be that

Ericsson was heavily involved in CCITT. Maybe it is not by chance that the time when there

must have been discussions regarding taking up the system for standardization concurred with

the start of the work within Ericsson. Since the occurrence of a dominant design (and especially

one manifested in a standard) lowers the risks substantially with an innovation process such as

this, it is possibly an important aspect. Of course is it also important that most other large

manufacturers were already having projects regarding video telephone systems of di�erent kinds

and the last thing Ericsson wanted to do was to miss a train such as this if it would ever leave

the platform.

When the project �nally started, it took up �fty percent of U 's resources (thirty men

worked with the project full time) and the marketing cost was about 250,000 SEK per year

which would be around 1.4 million SEK in today's value.30 This is still a very small proportion

of Ericsson's total R&D spending of 410 million SEK (2.2 billion SEK in toady's value) and

80,000 employees at the time.31 Despite these relatively small investments, it was a process

that attracted much attention. The marketing campaign reached a political level since many

demonstrations were made with high politicians, for example a satellite phone call between

the Swedish Prime Minister Palme and the Australian counterpart Whitehead in 1975.32 This

27Johannesson (1974). �Program för bildtelefoni 1974-1980�. Doc. nr. 826/Ue 4052, III - Bildtelefondoku-
mentationen - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN

28Jacobæus (1976), pp. 409-411
29�Experience from a working visual telephone service. L.M. Ericsson to CCITT period 1973-1976 Question

5/XV�, VIII Bildtelefondokumentation - Sammandrag och utredningar (1978), CfN
30Johannesson (1974), �Program för bildtelefoni 1974-1980�. Doc. nr. 826/Ue 4052, III - Bildtelefondoku-

mentation - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN
31LM Ericsson, Verksamhetsberättelse 1974, Annual Report 1974, p. 9
32W Lovelace (1975), �Sammanträdesprotokoll - Bildtelefon.�, doc. nr. G/Fg 387, III - Bildtelefondokumen-

tationen - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN
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tendency was however as old as the video telephone itself33 and was a heavily used market-

ing tool by Ericsson. One notable moment was a video phone call between another Swedish

Prime Minister, Tage Erlander, and the most prominent Swedish TV host at the time, Lennart

Hyland.34 Even the Chinese Vice Prime Minister Geng Biao was introduced to the system at

Ericsson's headquarters in Stockholm 1979.35

The product that Ericsson prepared for the market in the early 70's was rather di�erentiated

from AT&T's Picturephone. Ericsson referred to this di�erence as a matter of two di�erent

philosophies. In the following subsections will some of these di�erences between the views be

presented and how it came to a�ect the process.

3.3.1 Technical Di�erentiation

In 1972 a paper was published in a joint project between The Royal Institute of Technology and

The University of Stockholm in Sweden about mixed multimedia where an Ericsson manager

presented his ideas regarding the di�erences between AT&T's Picturephone and the concept

Ericsson was working on.36

What he refers to as the �'Adjunct to the Normal Telephone Service' - philosophy�37 refers

to the philosophy used by the engineers at AT&T when they developed the Picturephone. They

put the transmission problem to the front - how could they tackle the lack of bandwidth in the

network and still o�er a decent picture quality? Another key aspect in their innovation process

was that video would complement the telephone - it was a technology supposed to extend the

already existing one with a moving picture.38

The bandwidth that was technically feasible at this time was 1 MHz with the help of ampli-

�ers placed along the normal telephone lines.39 Still rather narrow compared to the 4.6 MHz a

normal television signal required and the quality was not always guaranteed. This caused the

engineers to lower the resolution and the Bell Engineers also performed experiments to deter-

mine �the least amount of visual information a picture can contain and still be recognizable�40.

The experiment also investigated from what distance the picture (which was in fact a face)

should be viewed from in order to be recognizable together with other rather technical param-

eters.41 These experiments seems to have been a way to decide the minimum requirements for

a video telephone to actually work. All of this also put a strong focus on the performance of

face-to-face communication and thus reduced the importance of other visual messages. Most

notably was the possibility to see documents limited by the low resolution.

33�Bildtelefonen� (1969), Kontakten, vol. 3
34�Statsminister Tage Erlander i LME:s bildtelefon� (1969), Kontakten, vol. 4
35�Geng Biao hos LME� (1979), Kontakten, vol. 5
36See Johannesson (1973)
37Johannesson (1973), p. 61
38Johannesson (1973), p. 62
39Johannesson (1973), p. 61
40Dickson - Bowers (1973), p. 14
41Dickson - Bowers (1973), p. 14
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Table 3.1: Technical data of some video telephone systems

AT&T
U.S.A.

NEC Japan Siemens
Germany

Matra
France

Ericsson
Sweden

Scanning lines per
frame

250 525 (625) 267 267 625

Video Bandwidth
(MHz)

1 4 1 1 5

Frame frequency (Hz) 30 30 (25) 30 2-60 25

Screen width (cm) 13,8 17,6 15 12,5 18

Screen height (cm) 12,5 13,2 13 11,4 14
Source: Gezelius (1973), p. 40

The opposing philosophy expressed by Ericsson as the �'Compatibility with Broadcast TV

Standards' - philosophy�42 had another focus. Instead of the problems with transmission they

focused on user needs and standardization as key issues. What they criticized was that the

Picturephone put too much emphasize on the telephone technology while the �Swedish line� (as

it came to be called) wanted a stronger focus on compatibility with the television. This approach

required broadband bandwidth due to the higher resolution and this di�erence caused the main

technical debate. Ericsson wanted to use three di�erent (hopefully standardized) bandwidths in

the same system. This was the compromise between bandwidth and cost that wold guarantee

the scalability and functionality of the system. To make this technically feasible they applied

for patent of something called a Picture Processing Unit (PPU). It was a key technology in

Ericsson's system for video telephony. The device allowed compression of bandwidth and could

provide a large number of video telephones with the service (which made it scalable).43

If we have a quick look at table 3.1 we become aware of the technological di�erences between

a number of contemporary developments of video telephone systems. Ericsson and NEC comply

to the TV standard of 525 or 625 lines per frame (525 lines per frame was the American TV

standard) while AT&T, Siemens and Matra focused on a much lower resolution for reasons

mentioned above.

3.3.2 Philosophical Di�erentiation

There was also a rather philosophical debate about the videophone during the 1970's. Questions

such as What do we do with it? and Why do we need it? seems to have played an important

role in order to create this debate. To what extent this debate was a marketing tool to distance

Ericsson's investments from AT&T's is of course hard to put empirical numbers on, but that a

discussion regarding the technology among the actors developing it was present is obvious.

42Johannesson (1973), p. 62
43Johannesson (1973), p. 65
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These two di�erent views are rooted in the insecurities regarding the market success around

1970. AT&T had used a rather technology- and cost-centered method in order to create a

system that combined what was technically feasible with what they considered most important

(face-to-face communication). Ericsson used another method and had strong interest in market

demand. After the initial problems with the Picturephone to succeed commercially, Ericsson

performed a number of investigations and discussed the technology with the users at numerous

demonstrations.44 One conclusion they made was the importance of being able to send doc-

uments and that low resolution face-to-face communication was actually something that the

users they tested it on was not willing to pay the price for. There is no sign that Ericsson

ever doubted the technology itself but they emphasized that it was a �new medium�45, not

comparable to old ones (e.g. the telephone system).

Another important aspect is the in�uence from the Swedish Board of Telecommunications

who's top managers had been involved in the early testings at Ericsson of a video telephone

system. They saw both operational and marketing advantages in just having to provide a single

video service that would possibly generate a wider appeal to users.46 If, for example, both cable

television and video telephony could be transferred over the same medium (coaxial cables) and

the same devices (such as a video recorder) could be connected to them an obvious synergy

e�ect would come into play. Therefore, they supported the implementation of TV standards.

Let us have a look at some other fundamental di�erences between the processes through

the questions they ask themselves and found di�erent answers to.

Who will use it? When video telephony became feasible from a technological point of view it

attracted a lot of discussions about its application areas. It was said to eventually revolutionize

the society and was compared to other discontinuous technologies such as the electrical motor.

The video telephone would make �the location of data and services independent of the location

of the user�47. But who would be the early adopters of the technology and be able to pay the

price for it? AT&T's early focus was to make the rich and a�uent top management of large

corporations who would be able to pay the price interested.48 At the same time AT&T aimed

at the mass market and hoped for an initial adoption among its existing customers. The reason

for this hope for large adoption seems to partly be due to political and competitive pressure

that faced the corporation.49

This has been considered one of the reasons behind the failure of the Picturephone since

AT&T could not use the potential knowledge they would gain by �nding a niche market where

44Gezelius (1973), p. 39
45Johannesson (1973), p. 58
46Gezelius (1973), p. 39
47Dickson - Bowers (1973), p. 97-98
48Johannesson (1973), �Rapport - Samtal om bildtelefon vid besök från ATT och Bell 73-10-17�, doc. nr.

826/Ue 3236, IV - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN
49Lipartito (2003), p. 74
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early adopters would provide useful information.50 Ericsson choose this alternative however

through their three-phase-method for introducing and developing the technology. At �rst, the

top management at Ericsson was involved in order to decide over the feasibility in general.

The second step included a small test network and in the third step it was expanded to a

larger geographical area. The niche market they targeted was �rst of all the most important

customer, Televerket, and the system was expected to be used for their internal matters. Other

public administrations such as police and universities were also considered together with large

corporations such as Ericsson itself, Volvo, Asea, Alfa-Laval and others.51 For this reason, it is

most likely not a coincidence that the �rst city outside of Stockholm connected to the network

was Norrköping that during the 70's had several public administrations moved to it in order to

create jobs after a structure crisis within the important textile industry in the region. These

administrations were potential customers and in an appropiate geographical proximity from

Stockholm.

In contrast to AT&T, Ericsson were also interested in selling small volumes of the product.

The small sets of testing equipment many telephone administrations across the world (for

example in Spain and Brazil) were willing to buy were considered one of their markets.52 A

mass market was hence not interesting initially for Ericsson but instead they focused on early

niche markets with capital to invest and where they could receive valuable feedback.

Regarding geography were both companies initially mainly interested in their home markets.

AT&T seems to have their sole interest in the USA as the national champion they were while

Ericsson saw Sweden more as an early adopter group. Sweden was the leading market of the

world and they forecasted a stagnation in telephony at some point later on to �rst take place

there.

Why will they use it? As mentioned previously, the largest use of the Picturephone was

expected to be for face-to-face communication. There was a possibility to transfer documents,

but the quality and maturity of this service was not satisfactory. Ericsson's development

management were highly critical against this since it did not ful�ll �some of the latent important

market needs�53 referring to the limited performance of document sharing.

Instead Ericsson emphasized that the video telephone was an entirely new medium with

new applications that were not known to the full extent. To suggest that video telephony was

nothing else than �xed telephony with a picture would be as big mistake to make as to make

the same comparison between the radio and the television.54 They simply believed that AT&T

had misunderstood what customers would use the device for and what impact this could have

50Lipartito (2003), p. 74-75
51Cederquist (1972), �Rapport över genomförda besök och etablerade kontakter i samband med marketing-test

för bildtelefon�, doc. nr. SmI 2772, IV - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN
52Lovelace, W. (1975?), �Visual Telephone Service�, VIII - Bildtelefondokumentation - Sammandrag och utred-

ningar (1978), CfN
53Johannesson (1973), p. 56-57
54Johannesson (1973), p. 58
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in the end.

Hence, Ericsson did not want to decide upon one application but instead let feedback from

customers provide the baseline for what would come next. What they found in the �rst test

groups was that the greatest bene�ts could be found in the �eld of document sharing. Or-

ganizations whose procedures relied heavily on documents and where quick procedures were

crucial would bene�t the most from a video telephone system.55 Their �ndings are essentially

the bene�ts of the Internet or a fax machine - quick document sharing and direct feedback was

what the market longed for.

How long time will it take to introduce it? This question refers to how long time it was

expected to take until the product would be pro�table (if it ever would be) for a larger group

of customers. Due to the pressure AT&T had during the 1970's as mentioned earlier, their line

of sight seems to have been a little bit shorter than Ericsson's. This is closely related to who

they targeted and for what reasons they would use it. As mentioned above, Ericsson saw it

as a brand new medium of communication that also required a long time period to introduce.

This was not desirable, and Ericsson proclaimed that a video telephone system also had to be

economically feasible in its infancy for some groups in order to be able to grow at all. They

also expected that these economic constraints would lead to another growth pattern than the

industry was used to from telephony - one taking more time.56

There were also technical barriers to a swift introduction, especially the bandwidth capacity

that would take time to build up in order to reach a larger market. There were much discussion

with Televerket regarding this. No decision on a nation-wide broadband network could be made

as Ericsson wanted for example.57 This means that the availability of depending technologies

for the video telephone was insu�cient at the time it was discussed.

This long time frame was also taken up as one of the reasons for the downsizing of the e�ort

eventually. In the beginning Ericsson had hope for the video telephone to make pro�t around

1980.58 When they realized that it would be even later, they discussed years beyond 1985,

which would mean that it would take at least �fteen years for the investment to start paying

o� for Ericsson.59

A summary of these philosophical di�erences can be found in table 3.2 on the following

page.

55Lovelace, W. (1975?), �Visual Telephone Service�, VIII - Bildtelefondokumentation - Sammandrag och utred-
ningar (1978), CfN

56Johannesson (1973), p. 58
57See for example: Lovelace, W. (1976), �Sammanträdesprotokoll - Bildtelefon�, doc. nr. G/Fg 595, III -

Bildtelefondokumentation - Lägesraporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN
58Johannesson (1974), �Meddelande - Program för bildtelefon 1974 - 1980)�, doc. nr: 826/Ue 4052, III -

Bildtelefondokumentationen - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN, p. 5
59Holmström (1978)
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Table 3.2: Ericsson's di�erentiation in the market
The �Picturephone�

philosophy
The �Visual communication�

philosophy

Main proponent AT&T Ericsson

Early target group Top managers Telephone- and other public
administrations, larger

industries

Early market USA Sweden

Believed value for customers Face-to-Face communication Document sharing

Compatibility None TV Standard

Time period for introduction Short (years) Long (decades)

Network Existing phone lines to the
largest possible extent

Broadband network

3.4 Standardization

When AT&T presented their Picturephone at the World's Fair in 1964 it was not compatible

or formally standardized and hence did AT&T construct something of an informal standard

through their dominant design and by being �rst movers with serial production. When CCITT

brought up the question of formal standardization of video telephony in 1970, Ericsson sug-

gested an alternative approach based upon the above mentioned di�erentiation. Ericsson were,

according to themselves, the only opponent against adopting a technology similar to the Pic-

turephone as the standard (to some extent were also Philips on the same side as Ericsson).60

Much were hence pointing in the direction that AT&T would get their solution for the Picture-

phone standardized.

When reading this part, it is important to keep in mind that most information come from

sources within Ericsson's archive and hence important documents available elsewhere may not

have been included within this presentation and analysis. However, some documents are from

CCITT (sent to Ericsson) and one thing captured here is how Ericsson perceived the discussions

within CCITT.

What sort of situation did the CCITT members face, were they to see a standards battle

between Ericsson's and AT&T's systems and ideas? Most of the leading manufacturers of the

world had some sort of video telephone system under development and the economic incentive

to get the control over the technology could therefore be considered large. Especially if you

also consider the video telephone as a discontinuous technology that would revolutionize the

way we communicate.

The situation of a standards battle never arose though, possible due to the favorable incen-

60Johannesson (1974), �Rapport - CCITT-möte om bildtelefon i Paris, 20-30 januari 1974�, doc. nr. 826/Ue
4030, IV - Bildtelefondokumentation - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN
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tives for cooperation that also existed within the institutional framework. The installed base

continued to be non-existence and the product AT&T presented already in 1964 had not yet

succeeded in any market. This may have led to a general feeling of looking for a technological

solution that would succeed, even if that meant that current competitive advantages could be

lost. Remember that the same manufacturers were also interested in selling broadband net-

works and a successful product for such networks were potentially more desirable than the

product itself.

Neither was it a situation of asymmetric relationship despite that it might seem like AT&T

were dominant. They were maybe dominant when it comes to media coverage and size in one

of the largest markets - the USA. However, since they had almost zero customers for the service

and the markets were divided among the manufacturers geographically to much extent there

seems to have been little incentive for AT&T to engage in a standards battle.

Instead, a battle of the sexes situation arose. Recall from section 2.2 that this means

that the incentive to cooperate was high at the same time as the two sides (in this case the

�American way� versus the �Swedish way�) prefers their own solution. AT&T received much

attention for their Picturephone and in many ways was it considered a synonym with video

telephony in general. This can be considered a �rst mover advantage and they also gained

much knowledge about the system. On the other hand was the installed base close to zero.61

Ericsson would be able to remove the technological knowledge gap between them and AT&T

by centering the standardization process at a function (document and text processing) that

the partly dominating system Picturephone handled rather poorly. Especially the PPU, where

Ericsson was leading, that handled several bandwidths received some attention to Ericsson's

advantage.62 Therefore, it was an incentive for Ericsson to propose a standard featuring this

component. However, it was still just a concept and the development took longer than expected

(despite being prioritized)63 which may have a�ected CCITT's voting members interest in

standardizing the technology negatively.

The task of balancing these two views were assigned to study group XV by the plenary

assembly of CCITT in 1970.

The resulting standard can be viewed both as a compromise and as win for the Swedish

line. A compromise since CCITT decided to include both approaches into the work of the

study group from 1974. The standard was divided into two classes, one complying to the 1

MHz version of Picturephone that CCITT had been working on since 1970. The other class

would be for a system very similar to what Ericsson had proposed already in 1970.64 Why

61Lipartito (2003), p. 52
62Johannesson (1974), �Diskussion om bildtelefon med Bell 1974-03-27 och 1974-04-01�, doc. nr. 826/Ue

4070, IV - Bildtelefondokumentation - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN
63Johannesson (1975), �Sammanträdesprotokoll - Genomgång av bildtelefonprojektet�, doc. nr: 826/Ue 5145,

III - Bildtelefondokumentation - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN
64Johannesson (1973), �Rapport - Lägesrapport för bildtelefonprojektet, sammanställning för Televerkets

Centralförvaltning�, doc. nr: 826/Ue 3208, III - Bildtelefondokumentation - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter
(1978), CfN
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did they choose to integrate Ericsson's view into the standard? Several factors came into

play but one dominated the others - AT&T had changed their mind. The top management

of the Visual Communication Service Department at AT&T had done a trip around Europe

to di�erent manufacturers (including Ericsson) and from their experiences they adopted the

other approach. They minimized the e�orts with the existing Picturephone and started to

focus on the alternative, including in CCITT.65 They submitted a document to CCITT, with

much similarity to Ericsson's four years earlier, and suggested an alternative approach to be

taken into consideration as well. It also had the support among the voting members by that

point.66 This is interesting since it implies that the Picturephone had become the dominant

design that the majority in CCITT considered to control in which direction the standardization

process would proceed. There can be many reasons for this. One being the early and ambitious

market entry with the following large media attention (for example was the Picturephone used

in the movie 2001 - A Space Odyssey by Stanley Kubrick in 1968 but it may be disputable if

this was good or bad marketing). Another possibility being the sheer size of AT&T and that

they already had a product prepared for the market which Ericsson did not have when they

proposed an alternative in 1970.

Despite that the old alternative was still available and the battle of the sexes had turned

into a battle of nothing when both approaches were adopted, most manufacturers still seems

to have moved on to the �Swedish line�. The new class of the standard for CCITT to consider

had the following principles to follow67:

• The service should provide compatibility with already available devices (such as tape

recorders, large screens) in order �to enhance usefulness and value� of it.

• The possibility to add color at a reasonable cost. This was possibly a condition and

compromise with NTT in Japan that were working on color versions.

• As bandwidth increases the picture quality must be enhanced as well without cost changes

for the subscriber set. The PPU provided a feasible solution for this.

• The standards should include the possibility to use slow scan technique (still picture

transmission) or similar.

It is not the �rst time that CCITT take this stance to adopt several options of how to implement

the technology in one standard. This might seem counterproductive but can be necessary in

order to handle the politics of this process. This was for example done over an error correction

mode alternative when standardizing the telefax in the 80's. In that case did USSR strongly

65Johannesson (1973), �Rapport - Samtal om bildtelefon vid besök från ATT och Bell 73-10-17�, doc. nr.
826/Ue 3236, IV - Bildtelefondokumentation - Framtidsplaner / Korrespondans (1978), CfN

66Johannesson (1975), �Rapport - CCITT-möte i Kyoto, Japan 1975-05-06 - 09�, doc. nr: 826/Ue 5102, III -
Bildtelefondokumentation - Lägesrapporter / Slutrapporter (1978), CfN

67CCITT (1976), �General principles for study group XV on the evolution of visual telephone�, VIII Bildtele-
fondokumentation - Sammandrag och utredningar - 1978, CfN
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promote their own system and in order to avoid any issues could the majority of countries agree

on accepting it as an option (that they never planned to adopt though).68

Another reason for the change was that the Picturephone su�ered from very low sales �gures

in the market and when the economic incentive to have control over the medium suddenly was

not so great any longer - the incentive to cooperate became larger instead.

The system lost some of its interest after this but still lived on within CCITT (that now

has changed name to ITU-T). By 1988 the recommendation had changed little but now also

includes split-screen techniques and has to much extent been merged with a television conference

system.69

68Schmidt - Werle (1997), p. 294-295
69ITU-T (1988), Visual telephone systems - ITU-T Recommendation H.100



Chapter 4

Conclusions

In this �nal chapter, a conclusion is presented that summarize and connects some of the key

�ndings.

4.1 Why Ericsson engaged in the process

Each section in this chapter corresponds to one of the questions to be answered formulated

in section 1.1. I will start by recalling the hypothesis based upon previous research before

arguing why there is need to reconsider the general view of the innovation process of the video

telephone.

Hypothesis 1: The main reason for Ericsson's investments in video telephony was

that they acted within a philosophy of technological determinism. This means that

they saw a combination of telephony and television as a �natural� next step in tech-

nological development.

I will argue against the hypothesis for a number of reasons. First of all, in this particular

case there was a large insecurity surrounding the innovation process and much of it had to do

with the lack of bandwidth. Instead, it was more an expectation that there would be national

broadband networks built in mature telephone markets that was the deterministic thought.

The view that face-to-face communication would be the �natural� next step was more a picture

created by media (which Ericsson a�ected by their marketing) since more or less all photos

available show a person talking and seeing another person (preferably important such). Very

few pictures are available promoting document sharing as the key function.

When it comes to seeing the broadband network as the next step, Ericsson were in many

ways deterministic. They expected the concept of the broadband society (which eventually did

happen) to be the next step on the ladder. The wide diversity of services that were starting to

emerge in industrialized countries thanks to a number of technological developments would be

the foundation of this next step. On the other hand, they were also aware that it did demand

large investments in infrastructure and so on which created the large insecurity regarding the

39
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applications, such as video telephony. At the same time is it important to note that Ericsson

is a composite actor and the individuals thoughts were important as well. When there was a

change of leadership through the entrance of Björn Svedberg, �rst as technical director and

then CEO, he quickly managed to lower the expectations of a video telephone system.

Another argument against the hypothesis is that through their di�erentiation, Ericsson

showed that they were not as deterministic as the AT&T engineers. AT&T focused on technical

parameters to make face-to-face communication available, assuming it was the main possible

usage. By using a scienti�c method for �nding the niche markets that had an initial interest for

the possibilities of the technology, Ericsson could gain several bene�ts through learning. One

insight was to realize that people were not at all interested to pay a lot of money to see the

person they talk with. The big opportunity they saw was to compete with both regular mail

and long trips through document sharing. That was a service large public administrations and

corporations eventually would have interest in.

Ericsson did therefore not believe that the video telephone would become each man's prop-

erty in any time soon from when they developed their concepts. Instead, they saw the video

telephone as an early niche product for corporations where speed was crucial and that also were

willing to pay the price to expand the broadband network.

Since the hypothesis now has been heavily criticized, I will propose a couple of main reasons

for Ericsson to engage in the process to develop a video telephone standard. This will however

never become a comprehensive or �correct� list since the individual actor's within Ericsson all

had their own dreams and aims which will be forever lost in history.

Technological reasons

When Ericsson tried out the �rst commercial e�ort to launch a video telephone system, the

Picturephone, it was clear to them that they could do it better. As they also found their own

technical solution to the main bottleneck - the bandwidth - by inventing the Picture Processing

Unit that used several new technologies such as computer memories the bene�ts were clear. If

the system would ever make it on the market, Ericsson's patents and knowledge within that

speci�c �eld would certainly make pro�t for the company through licensing.

The Picturephone from AT&T also created something of a dominant design through its

extensive media coverage and interest from both manufacturers and PTT's. This most likely

helped lowering the perceived risk of engaging in such a new and unknown �eld as the video

telephone that clearly would usurp a large investment.

Methodological reasons

Another reason for them to engage was that they used another method than AT&T, one they

most likely considered superior. By doing detailed research based on scienti�c methods they

could �nd possible niche markets that would be interested in forming a group of early adopters
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that they then could build a knowledge base from in order to improve performance. This meant

a competitive advantage for them in the end and also a good learning project. AT&T also did

extensive research, but their work was more technically focused and assumed that the main

usage would be face-to-face communication.

The structure of Ericsson

Ericsson as a composite actor did also allow this sort of new technology to be adopted within the

organization, mostly thanks to the department U. Despite that the core activities remained all

the time within telephony, the ability to organize the innovation process of the multidisciplinary

technology was a reason to engage.

Stagnating telephone market

Sweden was the leading market within telecommunications and the Swedish PTT Televerket

had a strong economic base together with an interest for the technology. This interest came

from the forecasted stagnation within the telephone industry meanwhile they tried to improve

turnover and o�er new services to the population. As a leading nation, there was also prestige

and status involved in being the �rst country to establish a broadband service such as the

video telephone. Most other large nations and manufacturers had some sort of video telephone

system in the innovation pipeline.

However, the video telephone itself was not considered as the same revolutionary technology

as it maybe was marketed as. The revolutionary technology would instead be broadband that

would allow a number of new services where the video telephone through it's compatibility with

TV standards could be the platform from which these services could grow.

Timing

The Picturephone had created large media interest for the system. Most other large manufac-

turers in Germany, England, France and Japan were also looking into video telephone systems

of di�erent kinds. Since Ericsson could o�er a di�erentiated view and hence another product

that they believed to be better, they could use the interest created by the Picturephone in niche

markets.

4.2 Behavior on the international level

Let us recall the hypothesis regarding how the general view of how two �rms with di�erent

technologies should act on an international level in order to maximize pro�t:

Hypothesis 2: At an international level, each manufacturer put in e�ort to get

their solution for video telephony standardized. If they succeeded, the solution was
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expected to become an economic boost for the company. If they did not succeed, the

investment would have been lost.

The underlying argument in the hypothesis is that this would have been a winner-take-it-all

market. The telecommunication sector is however a sector with strong incentive for cooperation

and the structure of the manufacturing market, where for example AT&T and Ericsson had a

licensing agreement, allowed no one to be locked out entirely. Yes, they might not have the

knowledge required to develop a new product such as the video telephone but by participating

in CCITT meetings on a regular basis they would be well aware of much of the technological

discussions. In the working parties and other groups working with the technical details at

CCITT many engineers were involved that then went back home to develop the very same

products they had discussed. Through the licensing agreements they could continue to do

this despite if others already had developed the same product and the competition was not as

extensive as it might be today due to the monopolistic structure of the main customers - the

PTT's. Many manufacturers were so called national champions and the obvious choice in their

home market.

Another interesting aspect is that AT&T simply gave up their e�ort in 1974 and adopted

the �competing� solution. This most likely had to do with a number of factors, such as the mar-

ket failure of the Picturephone, internal discussions between the manufacturers together with

several others. This suggests that the video telephone standardization process was not a�ected

by a winner-take-it-all market. By patenting components that were standardized there were

some pro�ts to be made through licensing, partly due to the formal and informal institutional

setting that created incentives for cooperation.

So how did they behave and for what reason? Ericsson promoted their own concept for a

video telephone system from the beginning. It seems like they were the only proponents (this

is however not entirely assured) which is a rather bold stand in an organization such as CCITT

where almost all of their customers are present. Why did they think this was necessary?

I will argue that the composite actor Ericsson, due to its homogeneous structure of male

engineers, had a rather strong focus on creating the best, possible system from a technological

point of view. The Picturephone had obvious �aws to everyone, and particularly to the the

engineers at Ericsson. They saw clear drawbacks and did not like the fact (from their point

of view) that a suboptimal system would become a world standard. The institutional settings

within CCITT also supported this technology centered view which meant that Ericsson could

object to the initial suggestion without fear of being locked out in the end.

There were also clear bene�ts from an economic perspective of objecting as well. Ericsson

was lagging several years behind AT&T and others, and one way to di�erentiate and catch up

with their competitors was to suggest an alternative that would make them more equal when

it comes to knowledge and possibilities.

A third reason was that they thought AT&T focused too much on the limited bandwidth.

Ericsson seems to have had a strong belief in the broadband network buildup but knew it would
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take at least several years but on the other hand were they also aware of that a standardization

process would take much time. Therefore their actions at an international level came to be

�xed around what they expected to be available in a few years time in mature markets - 5 MHz

of bandwidth.

Until the broadband networks would be available and in order to allow also slower band-

widths, they could provide the technical solution through a Picture Processing Unit. This

was patented so if it became a standard and adopted worldwide, they could license it to other

manufacturers and an economic incentive for this approach was therefore clearly present.

4.3 Long term bene�ts

The video telephone Ericsson developed never reached any large production numbers and the

project itself was economically not sustainable at all. But were there any other long term pro�ts

that can be accredited to this project?

Hypothesis 3: Ericsson did not gain any economic bene�ts from the video telephone

project. However, a basic setting for the upcoming electronic paradigm was initialized

by video telephony. �Failures, the story of Picturephone suggests, can echo like

footfalls down corridors not taken, leading us to the present�1.

It is important to point out that what pro�ts that came from this project itself and which

came from others is hard to separate. What makes this particular project interesting is that it

took up a lot of resources and was one out of few that kept going for a long period outside of

Ericsson's core activities.

I will argue that Ericsson did gain some long term bene�ts from this project despite that

it is very hard to prove empirically. The project is not mentioned in many places after the

U department was downsizing in the late 1970's. It is possible to point it out as a part of

a continuous learning process about a new paradigm they were entering as the hypothesis

states. A paradigm with more capacity in the lines, based on electronics, computers and digital

technology. Another important lesson would be in the method they used. There seem to be

few examples before when Ericsson needed to �nd a new market for a brand new service and

the lessons learned from this process could be important. When their concept later �won� in

CCITT it must have been a sign of that they were doing something right that they could redo

in the upcoming time of rapidly changing technological environment.

Also, to realize the market need and that it di�ered from what AT&T's engineer believed

it to be may also have been a lesson and a proof for the need of market research. Despite

that the U department was more or less closed in the late 70's in order to focus on Ericsson's

core activities, the department contributed to the possibility of working interdisciplinary and

cross department borders. For example to integrate the marketing department earlier in the

1Lipartito (2003), p. 53
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innovation process, to �nd potential customers and receive feedback already at an early stage.

However, just such a fact that Ericsson put more focus on its core and actually removed much

of the adaptive capability by downsizing the U department also shows that many lessons were

not learned.

Overall, the video telephone project seems to have been the starting signal for a new era

within Ericsson. Despite that it utterly did not end up as a commercial product, I still do

not consider it a �failure� since there were many lessons that could be learned and many new

connections that could be made which came to lead us into the network society we live in today.

The question that remains open to further study is to what extent Ericsson actually managed

to use these lessons?
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